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Ale idoc step by step

By Shankar Reddy Chamala, ITChamps Software Introduction to EDI and ALE: EDI (Electronic Document Exchange) - EDI is the electronic exchange of business documents between computer systems of business partners, using a standard format on a communication network. EDI is also known as
paperless exchange. Advantages: Reduce data entry errors Reduce data processing time In electronic form Reduce paperwork Reduce inventory reduction costs and better planning Media Standards better than EDI business processes with two processes 1. Offshore process 2. In the process of going
out: 1.Application documents are created. 2. IDOC generated 3.Idoc is transferred from SAP to class 4 operating system.Idoc is converted to standard EDI 5.Edi documents are transmitted to business partners 6.The Edi subsystem status report to SAP in the process: 1.EDI transmission received 2.EDI
document is converted into an IDOC 3.IDOC is transferred to sap class 4.The document application is created 5.The application document can be viewed. IDOC: IDOC is a container that can be used to exchange data between two processes. Each IDOC is given a unique number for future monitoring
and reference. IDOC consists of several segments and segments that contain several fields. IDOC contains the following three types of records... 1. A control record. 2. One or more Data Records 3. One or more Status records.  In IDOCs, the following terms will be known. PORT: The port is used in the
outward process to determine the name of the EDI child system program, the directory path where the IDOC file will be created at the operating system level, the IDOC file name, and the RFC destinations. RFC destination: Used to determine the characteristics of communication links to a remote system
on which a function needs to be performed. Partner profiles: Partner profiles specify the different components used in a process of travel (partner number, idoc type, message type, port, process code), mode in which it communicates with the child system (in bulk or immediately) and who is notified in
case of error. Mail Control Used in assuming, defining accounts, identifying materials and determining the input. The message control component allows you to pack the business rules with out must-write ABAP programs. To process the following TCODES IDOCS will be used. On both sides: Reasonable
name system semi-set RFC destination SM59 destination port WE21 in the source system: Innovative segment WE31 basic IDOC type innovative we30 message type creative WE81 assigned type of mail to basic IDOC type WE82 distribution model BD64 write program report SE38 partner profile WE20
message control NACE check IDOCs WE02, WE05 In destination system: Create FM SE37 Assign FM to logical message WE57 Define I/P method for domestic BD51 FM Create WE42 Process Code Create The BD64 IDOC profile processed in the same instance of R/3 client. For example, two
customers in the same R/3 version. Customer 900. Customer 800. To transfer data between two customers the table structure and their data type must be consistent. In this example, 900 clients are system sources, and 800 clients are target systems. In Client 900 I created a custom table and inserted
some records. In 800 clients I have created only tables. Common steps in both customers: Create a reasonable system name and assign it to a customer: Go to TCODE SALE. IMG Path IDoc Interface / Application Link Enabling (ALE) -&gt; Basic Settings -&gt; Logical Systems -&gt; Define Logical
System Click on Display / Change Button Click on New Entries Specify the Logical System name and description. Note: The convention to name the system a combination &lt;SID&gt;reason is CLNT&lt;NNN&gt; Click on the Save and Back button Now you'll return to the IMG path screen. Click Assign
logical system to customer. Click on Show/Change The Button Click on the new item Click Save and Back. Click here to continue... IDOC or Intermediate Documents are often used in case of data migration between SAP systems or between SAP and older systems or vice versa. This blog details the
steps involved in configuring a new IDOC and also listing down the various transactions used while working with IDOCs. IDOCs can be classified into two. Domestic IDOCs and outbound IDOCs. DOMESTIC IDOC: These are IDOCs that put data into the SAP system from an external source i.e. the PI
system or any other external system. OUT OUTSIDE IDOC: These are IDOCs sent out from the SAP system to any other system. i.e. PI system or any other external system. Step 1: We need to test the RFC connection to the target system, it can be the PI system or any external system. If it is a PI
system then we need to check the connection according to the ABAP connection in the SM59 transaction and for the external system according to http connected to the external system. Step 2: Create a port in the WE21 transaction that displays the RFC destination of the target system. Step 3: In the
WE20 transaction, create a partner profile and mention the TPE detailed notice. In the case of Oubound IDOC, referring to the type of message in outbound Parameters.In the case of INbound IDOC, refers to the type of message in the domestic parameters. For the parameters go, maintain the port and
IDOC in detail, because the port describing the idoc system has flowed. Meanwhile domestic IDOC, refers to the detailed code process of identifying functional modules in the country for data processing. Step 4: SyncH message type is the default message type for the parameters to go. Select a specific
type of message and maintain the settings below. Under the receiving port refers to the port created in the WE21 transaction. In Input mode, select Switch IDOC immediately. In the type of IDOC mentioned &lt;/SID&gt; &lt;/SID&gt; associated with the Message Type. Step 5: For inbound IDOCs, mention
the process code as APL1 and select the Trigger Immediately option under Processing by Function Module. Step 6: In BDFG trading, we can see which ALE function module we need to strengthen our requirements. In case we are working with a business partner, we can choose FM as
CRMXIF_PARTNER_SAVE and business audience type is 'BUS1006'. In IDOCs, SAP by standards provides us with to exchange the overall business partner data details, BP relationship and BP hierarchy. Step 7: In case we are working with business transactions, we can select FM as
CRMXIF_ORDER_SAVE and business object type as 'BUS20001'. Step 8: In our example, let's work when trading partners. Select the FM name and Work Object type, and then click Enter. By default all standard message types will be displayed. Now to create a new message type, click the Create
Button as shown below. You will get a popu where you can enter the name Z. Step 9: After the Z message type is created. Release it as shown. Step 10: Select the Z message type and click the Show button to see details. Step 11: With Z Message Type, Z FM for both Inbound and Outbound is created.
Step 12: In we30 transactions we can check the IDOC generated. Step 13: In we31 trading we can check the IDOC segment. Step 14: For inbound IDOCs with transaction code WE42, select the APL1 process code and click show. Assign a Z Fm-ZAPPL_IDOC_INPUTI. Make a copy of the standard FM
APPL_IDOC_INPUTI the ZAPPL_IDOC_INPUTI. Step 15: Under Logical Notifications, mention the type of Z message created. Step 16: In the WE81 transaction, we can view the message type details. Step 17: In we82 trading, we can see the type of message and the basic type details. Step 18: For
outbound IDOCs in BD64 trading, create a distribution model. Goto changed the mode and clicked 'Create a view model'. Type a description and technical name. Step 19: Add the message type in the Delivery Model and maintain sender and recipient system details. Step 20: In transaction BD82, create a
partner profile for the newly created distribution model. Step 21: In SMOEAC trading, we create websites and register. A website is the destination where data needs to be sent. Subgrouping is to determine what the object is exchanged for. (In the case of BP data, it will be all MESG business partners).
Registrations are assigned in the Website. Types will vary based on our needs. Step 22: In CRMXIF_C1 transaction, we maintain message type details for the website name. Step 23: We may even restrict an outbound IDOC line based on any conditions for a particular website. Once there may be
multiple sites in one system, we can control flow of IDOC here as well. This can be achieved by maintaining an item in the table - SMW3FDCUST, SMW3FDCUST, assign a copy of standard FM - SMW3_OUTBOUNDADP_CALLADAPTERS BDoc Type BUPA_MAIN, which is used to make any other
customization. We can do the same for other types of IDOC. In Z FM, the input parameters title, we get the site ID details, based on which we can control the change parameters - RECEPIENTS. Step 24: In addition to the steps above, we may use WE02/WE05 Transactions to display any IDOC and
WE60 for IDOC Documentation.To to re-process any transactions using WE19 IDOC and enter the IDOC number, a newly created number. Step 25: Any IDOC has 3 types of records – Control, Data and Status.Control Records showing the direction of IDOC, the basic type of message/detail. Data
records display data in multiple segments. In Status Profile, we can check idoc status whether it was a success or a failure. The table for these three types of records is as follows. Control Record - EDIDC Data Records - EDIDD Status Record - EDIDS Although we should always try to reuse the types of
iDoc messages and iDoc types offered with standard SAP content, there may be situations where you need to create a whole new type of message and iDoc type with your own custom processing logic. Let's see how to create and configure a whole new type of custom iDoc in SAP. Sap version used in
illustration: Scenario or requirement for custom iDoc type: Let's say you have an external human resource management system and you want to transfer employee information to SAP from this external personnel system using iDocs. Overview of the steps for creating custom iDoc types. Logical system
registration - bd54 or sell Create a custom iDoc segment - we31 Define a custom iDoc type - we30 Create an iDoc Assign segment type to the iDoc Basic Segment property configuration type Create custom message type - we81 Assign iDoc Basic type to Message Type - we82 Create Functional Group -
se80 Develop iDoc Processing Function Module - se37 Define module data function processing iDoc processing ABAP logic Assign FM to mail type /basic type combination - we57 Configure FM processing characteristics - bd51 Custom configuration of domestic process code - we42 Create domestic
process code Assign FM handle to process iDoc type of message to domestic process code set partner profile - we20 create partner profile configuration domestic parameters of partner profiles Total about the steps to create a custom iDoc Consider the detailed steps. Step 1: Define the iDoc sender
system as a logical system in SAP. First, register the external personnel system as a Logic System in SAP. Go to the ALE 'SALE' transaction and select 'DefineLogical System' in 'Logical Systems'. Select 'Define logical system' in SELL. Register the HR system as 'TESTHR'. Sign up for iDoc reasonable
system senders You can also directly register the system properly using bd54. Step 2: Create the iDoc Custom iDoc segment using the We31 transaction. Go to the iDoc we31 segment creation transaction and create two new segments 'ZEMP_HDR' and 'ZEMP_DESIGNATION'. Create an iDoc title
segment in we31. Configure the iDoc detail segment in we31 Using the Segment Editer configures the fields of each segment. Name fields and assign data types to each field. Step 3: Create custom Z iDoc Basic type using we30 transaction. Go to the transaction to create the basic type iDoc we30 and
create a custom iDoc type 'ZEMPLOYEE_DETAIL'. Choose Create New. Create a new custom iDoc type in the we30 transaction Use the Create button, add the segment created in the previous step to iDoc Basic Type. Add segments to the iDoc basic type in we30 trading Configure iDoc segment times
maximum and minimum appearances in the iDoc segment attribute set we30 'Maximums' and 'Minimums'. These two settings correspond to the maximum number of appearances and the minimum number of appearances of the iDoc segment. If you want to configure a segment as required, set 'Minimum
number' to one. Step 4: Create a Message Type using a we81 transaction. In change mode, add a new entry and name the Message Type 'ZMSG_TY_EMPLOYEE_DETAIL'. Create a custom message type in we81 that assigns a custom message type name in we81 Step 5: Assign a message type to
the type of iDoc that uses we82 transactions. Assign the 'ZMSG_TY_EMPLOYEE_DETAIL' Message Type created in step 4 with the iDoc type 'ZEMPLOYEE_DETAIL' created in step 3. Notice, you must also set up the release version of your SAP system with configuration. Add a new entry in a we82
Transaction Step 6: Create a functional group in a se80 transaction. To assign an iDoc processing function module, create a 'ZEMPDETAIL_INBOUND_IDOC' function group using the se80 transaction. Functional group for domestic iDoc function module – se80 Step 7: Create a domestic iDoc
processing function module in se37. We need a Function Module to handle domestic iDocs in SAP. Domestic iDoc function modules must be in a certain format. That is, all iDoc processing function modules in the country have the same signature (import, export, table and change parameters). Only
application / business logic of the functional module is different to handle different types of messages and types of iDoc. The signature of the domestic iDoc processing function module must be in the format below. Inbound iDoc Processing Function Module FORMAT IMPORTING VALUE
(INPUT_METHOD) LIKE BDWFAP_PAR-INPUTMETHD VALUE (MASS_PROCESSING) LIKE BDWFAP_PAR-MASS_PROC EXPORTING VALUE (WORKFLOW_RESULT) LIKE BDWF_PARAM-RESULT VALUE (APPLICATION_VARIABLE) LIKE BDWF_PARAM-MASS_PROC EXPORTING VALUE
(WORKFLOW_RESULT) LIKE BDWF_PARAM-RESULT VALUE(WORKFLOW_RESULT APPL_VAR IN_UPDATE_TASK APPLICATION_VARIABLE) BDWF_PARAM LIKE BDWFAP_PAR BDWFAP_PAR CALL_TRANSACTION_DONE-CALLTRANS TABLES IDOC_CONTRL STRUCTURE EDIDD
IDOC_DATA IDOC_DATA STRUCTURE EDIDD IDOC_STATUS STRUCTURE BDIDOCSTAT RETURN_VARIABLES BDWFRETVAR BDWFRETVAR STRUCTURE BDI_SER EXCEPTION WRONG_FUNCTION_CALLED VALUE (INPUT_METHOD) LIKE BDWFAP_PAR-INPUTMETHD VALUE
(MASS_PROCESSING) LIKE BDWFAP_PAR-MASS_PROC VALUE(WORKFLOW_RESULT) LIKE BDWF_PARAM-RESULT VALUE (APPLICATION_VARIABLE) LIKE BDWF_PARAM-APPL_VAR VALUE(IN_UPDATE_TASK) LIKE BDWFAP_PAR &lt;0&gt; UPDATETASK VALUE
(CALL_TRANSACTION_DONE) LIKE BDWFAP_PAR-CALLTRANS IDOC_CONTRL STRUCTURE EDIDC IDOC_DATA STRUCTURE EDIDD IDOC_STATUS STRUCTURE BDIDOCSTAT RETURN_VARIABLES STRUCTURE BDWFRETVAR SERIALIZATION_INFO STRUCTURE BDI_SER Find any
standard inbound iDoc processing Function Module using transaction we57 and copy it into a custom Z function module in se37 trading. In this example, I'm using the standard 'BAPI_iDoc_Input1' Function Module to create my custom Z function module. Copy the domestic iDoc processing function
module into the custom z function module. Custom domestic iDoc processing module function format and ABAP logic Write your own ABAP logic using import and table parameters. The IDOC_DATA contains iDoc segment data. Step 8: Assign a Message Type and iDoc Type to the Function Module
using the we57 transaction. Add new entries in we57 for custom mail type, iDoc type, and custom iDoc function module link module function function with message type, and iDoc type creates step 9: using transaction bd51 configures the characteristics of the domestic function module. Configure
domestic functional module parameters Step 10: Create process code in we42 transaction. Create a 'ZEMP_DETAIL_POST' domestic process code by using a custom iDoc function module created in step 7 and assigning 'ZMSG_TY_EMPLOYEE_DETAIL' Logical Message to process code. Configure
the domestic process code in the transaction we42 Assign a reasonable message type to the process code Step 11: In the transaction we20 Create a partner profile. Create a partner profile in we20 transactions with the same name of the reasonable system we registered in step 1. Add new logic system
in we20 Create partner type logical system Step 13: Configure domestic parameters of partner profiles using we20 transactions. Configure Parameters Coming to Custom Message Types. Then assign a custom Z process code created in the previous steps. Add new domestic parameters for partners to
configure the type of message, process code and processing type parameters in the country step 12: use iDoc test transaction we19 create iDoc test. To test the newly created custom iDoc type, use the we19 transaction and select the experiment using the 'Basic type'. Fill in the iDoc segment by double-
clicking each segment and performing iDoc using the 'Domestic function module' option. Check out the custom iDoc type and process code in we19 Please leave a comment if you have any questions about custom iDoc creative steps. Hello, I amuru Fernando, senior SAP integration consultant with years



of SAP full-cycle implementation and project experience support. From the very beginning, I had a passion for coding, software development, and everything related to high technology. I started my carrier as an ABAP developer and soon found my love for system integration when I learned SAP XI 3.0 in
2008. Playing a variety of roles from a foreign technical consultant (ABAP, PI/PO, BW, BOBJ) at the beginning of my career to a technical leader managing a consulting team in different countries, I gained tremendous experience in the SAP project implementation life cycle. Having the opportunity to work
on SAP deployment projects in the US, EU and Asia, I have learned the valuable experiences of global business processors in Sales and Distribution (SD), Material Management, Retail, Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Finance and Control (FICO). Through this blog, I would like to share
my expertise in SAP engineering areas such as SAP ABAP, PI/PO, AIF, and facilities. I also want to provide a platform for others with similar ambitions who want to share their SAP technical expertise with the world! World!
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